
GA 1273 
(Auckland, New Zealand: City Libraries Med Ms G124 [de Hamel no. 7]) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description: 
MS number: 1273 
Contents: e 
Date: 1128 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 199 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 24–27 
Dimensions: 19.8 x 14.8 
Shelf Number: Auckland Public Library Ms. 29 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: shelf number is outdated, as is name of library; the 
MS is now called Med Ms G124; lines per page; leaves. 
 
CSNTM description: 
MS number: Auckland City Libraries Med[ieval] Ms G[rey] 124 
Contents: e 
Date: XII 
Material: parchment  
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 26-28 (not verified at lower number of 24 that INTF recorded) 
Dimensions: 19.8 x 14.8 x 5.25 cm 
Leaves: 200 (after 22v +1) 
 

Page Count: 400 (including fragmentary strip with a child’s handwriting on it). + 
cover material; MS is foliated beginning with Eusebian Canon 

Cover material: 12 + spine + first page with scale= 14. 3 front, including cover-r 
& v (both sides, including penciled note by Grey about twin (?) in Bodleian); 3 
back, including cover r & v. Leaves of cover material are all paper. 

 
UV (MS pages, not ours): “174v,” “190v,” “192v,” ‘194v-95v, 96v, 97v, 98v, 99v,’; 
“175r,” “193r, 94r, 95r, 96r, 97r, 98r, ” to the end 
 

Interesting or significant images: spine says “Evangelia IV Graece/MS. In Membranis 
MCXXVIII” [this does not refer to the date of the binding, because the cover is about 19th 
century]. Eusebian canons list (not very ornate), only two leaves. Quite a bit of 
information is missing. 4v is icon of Matthew (remarkably incompletely; crude 
illustration, probably later). Lectionary apparatus is used and rubricated at every point. 
After 22v, a child’s alphabet is written vertically on the flap. “47r” has nicely seen 
prickings. MS has been trimmed, as evidenced by the prickings being right at the edge at 
times. Matthew ends at “62r”, and lists how many stichoi the scribe used. And the 
kefalaia for Mark start on leaf “63.” Mark starts on “64r.” “98r” is Mark 16:8, and in 
pencil (Grey’s hand?) a note that says, “ends in some MSS.” Luke’s kefalaia start on 



“99r.” The (crude) icon of Luke is “100v.” Luke ends on “159v.” John starts “160r.” John 
5:4 is athetized in the margin on “167v.” “174v” has been scraped clean, and a later 
scribe in a much more petite hand (31 lines, letters more crowded and smaller) included 
the PA, which was evidently not there before. The scribe had to continue his writing for 4 
lines onto “175r” to fit the whole text in.  
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